
April showers bring May flowers!  The transition from Winter to 

Spring can be messy, but the result is always worth it.  I recently 

hosted a trail run at a local forest preserve.  It was cold and wet, 

yet everyone was upbeat and joyful throughout the long day.  The 

anticipation of  good things to come!

This issue contains interesting bits, helpful bits, and some 

actionable pieces.  Please reach out if  you want.

In this issue:

QOTD:  Bertrand Russell

Emotion Explored: Anger and BP

Travel Blog – a March Adventure

Treatment Performance

Flow

Improve your talking skills.Resources:

Wikipedia

Pexels
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Experience



Bertrand Russell 
(1872-1970)
Philosopher

“Of all forms of caution, caution in love is 
perhaps the most fatal to true happiness.”

Emotion Explored
The link between blood pressure and emotions:
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QOTD

“Men with essential hypertension more often recognized angry 

expressions when they looked into the faces of  others.”  An article in the 

March 22, 2022, issue of  the Annals of  Behavioral Medicine digs into this 

issue.  Researchers, Alisa Auer and Petra Wirtz studied 145 men by 

presenting them pictures of  people who were expressing emotion.  

If  you’ve been following our newsletters (and the EI workshop) you’ll 

know how we have referenced the “eye test” as a tool for determining 

how well people recognize emotions in others.  

In this study the researchers showed pictures of  angry, happy, fearful, and 

sad people.  Those overrating anger also tended towards having essential 

hypertension – which may arise due to more frequently and intensely 

experiencing anger.  This study shows a correlation between anger and 

hypertension.  Will this lead to alternative interventions for those with 

essential hypertension?
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Almost joined The Monkey Wrench Gang

March 9-15, we ventured out to Page, Arizona for the Antelope Canyon Ultras Event.  

Antelope Canyon is the home of the Glen Canyon Dam which plays an important role 

in the Edward Abby classic, “The Monkey Wrench Gang.”  Check it out if you haven’t 

already!

The trip to Antelope Canyon has been planned for months!  The event 

(Antelope Canyon Ultras) sells out within a few days, so we knew we were 

going shortly after the event registration opened (I signed up for the trail 

half marathon).

Coordinating travel required figuring out Airbnb locations, flying in/out, 

rental cars, and race logistics.  The flight was easy (Southwest makes it a 

breeze).  Initially, the rental car looked good (Turo).  The race organizers 

(vacationraces.com) provide excellent, detailed information, maps, and 

even schedules.  

As the day arrived for flying, everything looked in order until I went to 

confirm my rental car.  I noticed that the pickup location was 20 miles from 

the airport.  Oops, I should have seen that sooner.  I cancelled that car and 

reserved a 2019 Chevy Colorado.  The owner quickly accepted my request 

and was able to drop the vehicle to me at the airport with short notice.  

Whew!  

I had a few hours until Lisette arrived, so I took a spin into Tempe to eat, 

get groceries, and check out the landscape.  I picked Lisette up and we 

made our way to Flagstaff for stop #1.  

The Airbnb we rented was walking distance to downtown.  Our first top 

was food (pizza and beer at Dark Sky Brewing/Pizzacleta).  Good food, 

poor service.  

The temperature dropped and the snow started falling.  We were not 
prepared for this…continue reading (and lots more pics) here! 

https://insperoteam.com/marchadventure/


Treatment Performance

All perio patients receive an OralDNA test prior to starting treatment.  This 

allows us to better communicate the periodontal pathogens in this patient.  It 

also informs how we customize treatment with antibiotics and rinses.
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Share your thoughts with me: Jason@insperoteam.com

He has not completed SC/RP 

and will begin phase 1 of  

treatment in April.  I will 

share how I’ve phased 

treatment in the next issue.  

If  you don’t already, you should start following 

@evidence.based.dent on Instagram.  They recently shared a 

synopsis of  a Periodontology article (DOI: 10.1111/prd.12430). 

The article highlights the comorbidities associated with 

periodontitis; including cardiometabolic disorders, diabetes, 

Alzheimer’s, rheumatoid arthritis, and others.  Causation cannot 

be established; however, all conditions share inflammation as a 

common denominator.

mailto:Jason@insperoteam.com
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Share your story with me: Jason@insperoteam.com

Or on our FB page: Inspero Team | Facebook

The previous issue detailed the intrinsic factors that act to stimulate flow.  In this issue 
we will touch on a few extrinsic factors that can help promote a flow state.

Our full list includes the following:
Concentration, Risk, Novelty, Complexity, Deep Embodiment, Immediate Feedback, 

Clear goals, Challenge/Skills Ratio, and Pattern Recognition.

Concentration is important in flow initiation and perpetuation.  It’s the act of 
concentrating that creates the laser-like focus on the task at hand.  There is no multi-
tasking (or task switching).  Creating an environment that reduces/eliminates distraction 
will be imperative for predictable flow states.  Things like journaling, altering phone 
notifications, setting up your work environment, and setting clear goals will all help to 
improve your ability to concentrate.

Next, there needs to be some level of risk involved in the workup to the flow state.  This 
is why most of the stories we read about flow states involve climbers, skiers, 
snowboarders, and other extreme sport athletes.  The risk involved forces us to be fully 
attentive to our surroundings (yes, this overlaps with concentration!).

Third, a rich environment will promote a flow state.  Novelty, complexity, and 
unpredictability can all be under the rich environment umbrella.  Again, this dovetails 
with the previous two (are you starting to see how these are all interrelated). 

The last one for today is Deep Embodiment.  Situations that create “awe,” full body 
awareness/use, and movement all enhance the flow state.  In this context, you are 
wanting to reduce your direct control so that you can experience your environment.  
This creates a hypofrontality (the prefrontal cortex is turned down) to allow you to get 
into the flow state (which is characterized neurophysiologically by a reduction in activity 
in the prefrontal cortex).

Alright, enough for today…in the next issue we will talk about Goals!

mailto:Jason@insperoteam.com
https://www.facebook.com/Insperoteam
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Do you know someone that would enjoy our 

monthly newsletter?  Share this link with them:

Newsletter

RLF&A
Emotional Intelligence

November 3-5, 2022

Vermejo Fishing 

ThinkTank

June 17-18, 2022

www.frazeronline.com

Jason and Bob (along with Admiral 

Bob Greene) just completed an ASP 

for Surlean Foods in San Antonio.

We have a NEW New Patient 

Experience Workshop scheduled 

for June 3&4, 2022 in 

Springfield, MO.  

More info HERE!

https://insperoteam.com/newsletter/
http://www.frazeronline.com/
https://insperoteam.com/new-patient-experience/

